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 SPECIFICATION OF THE TECHNOLOGY FOR

 NEOCLASSICAL INVESTMENT THEORY: TESTING THE

 ADJUSTMENT COSTS APPROACH

 Marzio Galeotti*

 Abstract-The paper provides an empirical investigation into
 the nature of adjustment costs and their implications for
 modelling the investment process. In particular, their role in
 today's most popular models of investment, the rational flexi-
 ble accelerator and Tobin's q, is considered. In the analysis it
 is assumed that costs of adjusting the level of quasi-fixed
 inputs affect the firm's operations independently of specific
 optimal decision rules for investment. The results show that
 the pattern of adjustment costs is consistent with the solution
 of the optimization problem faced by the firm. However, such
 structure is more complex than what is usually postulated in
 the literature. Finally, costs of adjustment represent a signifi-
 cant portion of the unit cost of new capital goods.

 I. Introduction

 In truth, the adjustment cost model rests on a

 very weak empirical foundation. The fact that in-

 vestment seems to respond to prices with a dis-

 tributed lag has been alleged to support the adjust-
 ment cost hypothesis, but this is a very indirect form

 of evidence. If it is indeed true that the rate of
 investment is an argument in firms' production

 functions, this ought to be directly discernible from

 data on inputs and outputs (Locke Anderson, 1974,

 p. 367).

 CURRENT neoclassical models of investment
 vvstem from the solution of choice-theoretic

 problems where the firm maximizes the present

 value of its net after tax cash flow and incurs
 increasing costs of adjusting the level of its
 quasi-fixed inputs.

 Costs of adjustment (hereafter ADC) are cen-
 tral to this literature. Historically, the idea of

 ADC was introduced by Eisner and Strotz (1963)
 to make Jorgenson's analysis fully dynamic. As

 shown by Treadway (1969), such development has
 led to the "rational" flexible accelerator, in which
 the crucial feature is an endogenous speed of
 adjustment, dependent on the parameters charac-

 terizing the firm's technology. At the same time,

 Abel (1979) exploited the ADC notion to provide
 Tobin's "q" theory of investment with solid ana-

 lytical foundations: that is, the q model can be

 seen as stemming from the same aforementioned

 choice-theoretic framework.

 Nevertheless, the question of whether ADC

 actually characterize production technologies has

 not been addressed empirically in the literature,
 but only postulated in the formulation and esti-

 mation of investment models. Current empirical

 work on investment and dynamic factor demand

 theory invariably maintains that ADC are "well-

 behaved": that is, they subtract resources from

 current output production and increase more than

 proportionately relative to the rate of investment.
 In addition, some simplifying assumptions are

 frequently made about their structure (e.g.,
 Berndt, Fuss and Waverman (BFW), 1980).

 This paper represents an empirical investiga-

 tion of ADC taking a different lead. The problem

 with ADC is that they are essentially unobserv-

 able directly even when working with firm-level

 data. Econometric evidence on ADC has been so

 far obtained from estimation of investment equa-
 tions. In this paper we try to infer characteristics
 of ADC directly from estimation of the firm's

 technology-cum-ADC. In this process, the role

 that ADC play in today's most popular models of
 investment-rational flexible accelerator and

 neoclassical formulation of Tobin's q theory-is
 considered. For such investment models to be

 consistent with the dynamic optimum problem

 they stem from, ADC must exhibit properties

 consistent with the solution of that problem. Note,
 however, that the converse is not true: costs of

 adjusting quasi-fixed factors may affect the firm's

 operations regardless of specific optimal decision

 rules for investment. Thus, unlike previous empir-
 ical work making use of the ADC notion, the

 present investigation provides empirical results
 and tests that are not conditional on a specific
 theory of optimal investment behavior.
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 472 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

 The empirical evidence presented here is nec-
 essarily imperfect and exploratory, as it does not

 rest on direct measurement of costs of adjust-

 ment. Nevertheless, the methodology we propose

 makes some progress towards a better under-
 standing of the way ADC are presumed to work.

 In the empirical analysis all that is required is
 the assumption that the firm is in temporary

 equilibrium and that short-run profits are af-

 fected by both the stock and the rate of change of
 the firm's quasi-fixed inputs. A sufficient estima-

 tion framework for this purpose is thus a model

 belonging to the class that has been termed "sec-

 ond generation dynamics" by Berndt, Morrison
 and Campbell Watkins (1981). As should become

 clear later, its alleged drawbacks turn out to be
 its virtues in this context.

 The paper is organized as follows. In the next

 section we briefly outline the framework and the
 analytical facts that will be relevant for the empir-
 ical investigation. Section III presents the empiri-

 cal model and the econometric implementation.
 The results are put forth in section IV. Some

 ADC indicators and remarks about empirical in-
 vestment equations are presented in section V.
 Brief conclusions close the paper.

 II. The Analytical Framework

 The starting point for the modern neoclassical

 theory of investment is the intertemporal opti-
 mization problem faced by the representative firm

 aiming to maximize its present net worth.' As-
 suming price-taking behavior and one quasi-fixed
 factor, the firm's net after tax cash flow incorpo-
 rating ADC is2

 R = (1 - r)HI(w, K, AK, t)

 - g(1--1) [I I+C(I)] (1)

 where [I(.) is the firm's normalized restricted
 profit function (Lau, 1978), K is the stock of the
 quasi-fixed input whose net and gross rates of
 change are related through the usual formula
 I = AK + 3K, 3 is the depreciation rate, (w, g)
 are the prices of the variable input and of the

 investment good normalized, by the output price,

 and (r, -r) are, respectively, the corporate income
 tax rate and the sum of investment tax credit and

 present value of depreciation allowances on a
 dollar of new investment (see, e.g., Hayashi, 1982).
 Finally, the argument t of the profit function is

 an index of technical progress.

 The literature distinguishes between technolog-

 ical and market sources of ADC: these give rise

 to internal and external costs,3 represented in (1)
 by the AK argument in the firm's profit function
 and by the unit cost function c(I), respectively.

 Throughout this paper we will be concerned with
 internal ADC only.4 The reason is that, while for
 external ADC the negative impact of investment
 on current output has to be postulated a priori, in
 the internal case it can be empirically assessed.

 Also note that, unlike the external case, for the
 internal case it is possible to study the interaction

 between ADC and the levels of the variable and

 other production inputs. Finally, the relationship
 between ADC and other technological features

 (namely, the degree of returns to scale) and their
 consequences for investment modelling can be
 analyzed. We will therefore assume c(I) = 0.

 In the literature ADC are taken to depend on

 either gross or net investment. From a strictly
 economic point of view the difference is likely
 not to be irrelevant. Note however that, since

 gross investment can in general be written as
 I = H(AK, K), a profit function like LI =
 P(w, K, I, t) can always be redefined as
 FI(w, K, AK, t). For this reason, internal ADC
 will be specified here to depend on net invest-
 ment.

 Inclusion of the investment argument in the

 firm's technology means that adding to a quasi-

 fixed factor amounts to giving up some of the

 available resources used to produce current out-

 put in order to expand actual capacity and be
 able to produce more in the future. Therefore the
 "marginal productivity of investment" (marginal
 ADC hereafter) should be negative, since it ac-
 counts for the marginal output loss. In addition,
 on the grounds that it is more costly to do things

 quickly rather than slowly, it is usually postulated
 that ADC increase at a faster pace than invest-

 1A frequent alternative adopted in dynamic factor demand

 studies is the minimization of the present value of the firm's
 total costs (e.g., BFW, 1980). We don't pursue this possibility
 here as Tobin's q theory is formulated in terms of profit
 maximizing behavior: the market value of the firm is the
 market capitalization of the firm's profits.
 2 Time subscripts are omitted for simplicity.

 3See Soderstrom (1976) for a thorough discussion.
 4It must be noted that Tobin's q models are usually based

 on external-rather than internal-ADC (e.g., Hayashi,
 1982). For formulations of the q model based on internal
 ADC, however, see Hayashi (1985) and Chirinko (1987).
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 ADJUSTMENT COST MODEL 473

 ment: this fact implies that the ADC technology
 ought to be strictly concave in net investment.

 Thus, 3 < 0 and H33 < 0 in terms of (1). This
 requirement has been challenged (Rothschild,

 1971). Aside from the reasonableness of such an

 assumption, what matters for the present pur-

 poses is to note that only strictly concave ADC
 give rise to smooth investment functions and ra-

 tionalize the observed slow adjustment of quasi-

 fixed factors toward their desired level. This cru-

 cial regularity condition is statistically tested in
 section IV.

 Unlike the external case, when ADC are incor-

 porated into the firm's technology, interactions

 are permitted among input levels and their (own
 and cross) rates of change. This type of interrela-
 tion has often been partly or totally ruled out in

 the literature. Separability of ADC and its degree

 bear some consequences for investment mod-

 elling.

 Given the general nonseparable specification in

 (1), to assume that marginal ADC are not af-
 fected by the quantity of variable inputs is equiva-

 lent to imposing weak separability. That is,f 13 =
 31= 0. If one further postulates that costs of
 adjusting the level of quasi-fixed factors do not
 even depend on their own quantities, ADC strong

 separability is assumed: that is, it is assumed that

 F13 = F33 = F31 = F32 = 0. Installation of capi-
 tal goods and current output production are in

 this case completely independent activities within

 the firm's technology.
 Finally, it is commonly held that marginal ADC

 are zero when the quasi-fixed factors are at their

 steady-state level: that is, when net investment is
 zero. Formally: F13(w, K, 0, t) = 0. This fact en-
 sures that ADC are at their minimum when A K

 = 0 (e.g., BFW, 1980). While reasonable, this
 assumption turns out to be stronger than strict

 ADC separability. These separability restrictions
 will be subject to statistical test in section IV.

 What kind of implications does the presumed
 pattern of ADC just described have for our com-
 peting formulations of the optimal investment
 process?

 Both the q model and the rational flexible

 accelerator are based on the assumption of a
 value-maximizing firm in a competitive environ-
 ment. The firm's value is the present discounted

 stream of future cash flows given in (1). As is well
 known, optimality requires the firm to equate
 (the negative of) marginal ADC to the real shadow

 price of investment. This last variable is related

 to Tobin's marginal q and is equal to the present

 value of all future marginal profits obtained from

 a unit of undepreciated capital. That is,

 - 3(w, K, AK, t) = qM (2)

 where Tobin's marginal q after taxes is given by

 qM = (1 - r)Y[A - g( - i)] and A is the
 shadow price of investment. Notice, in addition,
 that the so-called Legendre condition for opti-

 mality requires f33 < 0. Hence, technologies that
 are convex in investment, discussed by Rothschild

 (1971) and Soderstrom (1976), are explicitly ruled
 out by the dynamic optimization problem.

 Tobin's q model of investment is immediately

 obtained by solving (2) for AK:

 AK= f(qM, K,w,t) (3)

 Notice that the condition H33 < 0, required for
 optimality, guarantees that investment is an in-

 creasing function of q: if f33 = 0, the implicit
 function theorem could not be applied to invert
 (2) and no investment function would be defined.5
 We can therefore conclude that the Legendre
 optimality condition and the implicit function

 theorem jointly require the technology to be
 strictly concave in investment for the q model to
 emerge. We also note that if ADC are weakly

 separable (i.e., 1131 = 0), investment will not be
 directly affected by variable input prices; if ADC
 are strongly separable (i.e. 1131 = 32 = 0), in-
 vestment will also be independent of the capital
 stock as a separate argument of the functional
 relationship.

 The problem with the q model seen above is

 that it is not operational as marginal q is unob-

 servable. Nevertheless, Hayashi (1982) has proved
 the important result that if the firm's technology
 is linear homogeneous in investment and capital
 stock, then marginal and average q coincide. Un-
 der linear homogeneity, the firm's profit function
 in (1) becomes (see Diewert, 1986):6

 1H(w, K, AK, t) = K p(w, AK/K, t) (4)

 5Notice that the absence of ADC in (1), as in Jorgenson's
 original work, is in fact a special case of linear ADC with
 H33 = 0. Then, Haavelmo (1960)'s criticism that no optimal
 rate of investment is defined clearly emerges from the above
 analysis.

 6 Notice that this form of the technology can be equivalently
 seen as being characterized by long-run constant returns to
 scale (Berndt, 1980).
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 474 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

 and Tobin's q model is now written as

 AK/K= h(qA, w, t) (5)

 where h = -p-1(.) and qA is the after tax aver-
 age q.

 Let us now briefly review the rational flexible

 accelerator model emphasizing the ADC aspect
 of it. The specification of the model has three
 ingredients (see Treadway, 1969):

 AK = 0*(K* - K) (6a)

 41122 + rfl*2]12
 O* -1/2{ - [r - rK6b)

 (6b)

 2l*(W, K*, O, t) + rfl*(w, K*, O, t)
 =g(r+5) (6c)

 where (6a) describes the accelerator mechanism,
 (6b) denotes the optimal speed of adjustment,
 and (6c) implicitly gives the steady-state level of
 the capital stock (r is the firm's cost of capital,
 asterisks denote evaluation at the steady-state
 level of capital).

 From (6) it can be seen that ADC provide the
 rationale for the flexible accelerator as the speed
 of adjustment is optimally endogenously selected.
 It also emerges that H3 * 0 SO that again the
 technology must be strictly concave in net invest-

 ment (M33 < 0) for the flexible accelerator to
 obtain. Hence the same point made for the q
 model applies here. A condition often imposed in
 the literature (BFW, 1980; Nadiri and Prucha,
 1984; Morrison, 1986) that simplifies the estima-
 tion of a nonlinear model such as (6) is the

 assumption that marginal ADC are zero in the
 steady-state. This hypothesis is convenient be-
 cause it implies ADC separability 12 = 0, makes
 (6b) simpler, and reduces (6c) to fl *(.) = g(r +
 8). This expression is just the envelope condition
 of the traditional Marshallian static equilibrium
 analysis of the firm. Rejection of ADC separabil-
 ity results in the rejection of this convenient
 simplification.

 The most significant implication of a long-run
 constant returns technology in the context of
 flexible accelerator models as given in (6) is that
 the long-run capital stock is not defined: hence
 no such model exists under the conditions stated
 above. This fact can be easily seen from the
 specification of the profit function (4) that under-
 lies a linear homogeneous technology and it is

 hardly a surprising result since the steady-state

 analysis becomes in this case equivalent to the

 static analysis under constant returns and price-

 taking profit maximizing behavior.7 This fact holds

 regardless of ADC separability. One would there-

 fore conclude that if the technology-cum-ADC

 were characterized by long-run constant returns,

 then Tobin's q would be the appropriate model

 given the above framework and observable aver-

 age q could be used in lieu of the marginal ratio.
 Rational flexible accelerator specifications could

 be used in empirical work only if the underlying

 behavioral assumption were that of an exoge-

 nously given activity level.8

 III. The Empirical Model and the
 Econometric Implementation

 In order to carry out the proposed empirical

 investigation, it is assumed that the firm is in
 temporary equilibrium: that is, it optimizes the

 use of variable inputs conditional on a given stock

 of capital. The short-run production model is
 thus represented by a normalized restricted profit
 function (NRPF hereafter) and by variable factor
 demand equations, augmented by net investment
 owing to internal ADC.9

 A model of this sort belongs to the class that
 has been termed "second generation dynamics"
 by Berndt, Morrison and Campbell Watkins

 7When K = K* and AK = 0 in (4), then rl () = p(w, 0, t)
 in (6c). This expression does not depend on K* and therefore
 there is no target capital stock for the accelerator mechanism
 in (6a).

 8This is the cost minimization framework developed by
 BFW (1980) and applied also by Nadiri and Prucha (1984),
 Kokkelenberg (1984), and several others in dynamic factor
 demand studies.

 9 Several empirical studies have exploited the ADC notion
 to investigate production and investment activities in a dy-
 namic environment. The q literature usually postulates exter-
 nal ADC depending on either investment or the
 investment-capital ratio. As pointed out in the previous sec-
 tion, these cases are less empirically convenient for the pre-
 sent purposes. In the flexible accelerator literature, ADC are
 internal but usually strongly separable. Pindyck and Rotem-
 berg (1983) postulate an external ADC function and test
 whether such costs depend on gross or on net investment,
 concluding in favor of the latter. Morrison (1986)'s investiga-
 tion compares four models with both internal and external
 ADC depending either on gross or net investment. Internal
 ADC are favored relative to external ones and, unlike the
 latter, the former are shown to satisfy the required curvature
 conditions. ADC depending on gross investment are preferred
 to the net investment specification. Unfortunately, weak sepa-
 rability is imposed on all models and the internal-net invest-
 ment ADC model assumes zero marginal ADC.
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 ADJUSTMENT COST MODEL 475

 (1981). Among the alleged drawbacks of such an

 approach is the inner incompleteness in that it

 does not specify the time path of adjustment from

 short- to long-run. This will cause inefficiency in

 the estimates but will avoid misspecification er-

 rors if a flexible accelerator is specified under

 conditions for which a steady-state capital stock is
 not defined. Unlike all other "second generation"

 dynamic models we explicitly introduce ADC,

 thus recognizing the quasi-fixity of some inputs: a

 straightforward way to decide if a factor is vari-

 able is to test whether ADC for it are zero. Most

 important, dynamic models of investment based

 on optimizing behavior are usually derived under

 the maintained assumption that ADC exhibit a

 specific pattern. However, the converse is not
 true: ADC may be present independently of par-

 ticular solutions to the intertemporal maximiza-

 tion problem. Thus, the drawbacks of the second

 generation dynamic model to be implemented
 here turn out to be its strength in this context.

 In the empirical investigation we adopt a

 KLEM (capital, labor, energy, and materials)
 specification for the technology and regard capi-
 tal as the only quasi-fixed factor. The true NRPF

 is approximated by the following quadratic form:10

 1I = FI(w, K, AK, t)

 = aO + aLPL + aEPE + aMpM + aKK + att

 + 1/2(bLL p + bEEp2 + bMMp2

 +bKKK2 + bcc AK2)

 + bLEPLPE + bLMPLPM + bEMPEPM

 + bLKpLK + bEKpEK

 + bMKPMK + bLCPL AK + bECPE AK

 + bMCPMAK + bKCKAK (7)

 where the input prices are divided by the output

 deflator and t is a time trend that allows for
 (linear disembodied) technical change.

 Applying Hotelling's lemma to (7), the follow-
 ing demand equations for the variable inputs-

 labor, energy and materials-are obtained:

 L = -(aL + bLLpL + bLEPE + bLMPM

 +bLKK +bLCAK) (8)

 E = -(aE+ bLEpL+ bEEpE+ bEMPM

 +bEKK + bECAK) (9)
 M = -(aM + bLMpL+ bEMpE+ bMMpM

 +bMKK + bMC AK). (10)

 The quadratic specification was selected be-

 cause it can accommodate negative values for its
 arguments, as is required and is sometimes the

 case with net investment.1" The major advantage
 of the quadratic form is that it satisfies the curva-

 ture conditions globally so that the concavity of
 the NRPF with respect to A/K can be statistically
 tested, as the second partials of such a function
 are constant.

 The system (7)-(10) is estimated and results
 presented in the next section. It can be seen that

 it incorporates all the relevant information on

 ADC needed for the present purposes. In partic-
 ular, the idea that ADC should cause a marginal
 output loss amounts to negative marginal profits
 of net investment. In addition, strict concavity of
 the ADC technology in net investment implies

 bCc < O.2 Once it is established that ADC are
 "well behaved," separability of ADC can be
 tested by imposing the following sequence of

 parametric restrictions. Weak separability re-

 quires: bLC = bEc = bMc = 0. Strong ADC sepa-
 rability further requires bKc = 0. Finally, an easy
 way of testing for the absence of internal ADC

 for capital in addition implies bcc = 0.13
 The technology underlying the empirical sys-

 tem (7)-(10) makes no assumptions about the
 degree of returns to scale. However, if the tech-
 nology is linear homogeneous, then a rational
 flexible accelerator model is an inappropriate de-
 scription of investment behavior. The major dis-

 10 A quadratic restricted profit function was first proposed in
 the ADC context by Berndt, Fuss and Waverman (1977). See
 Diewert (1986) for a thorough discussion on the properties
 and advantages of such a flexible functional form.

 In our sample net investment was negative in 1959.

 12 Notice that marginal ADC here are non-zero even when
 A K = 0, which, as was noted before, is a common hypothesis
 in the empirical literature. In that case, monotonicity and
 curvature requirements for AK conveniently reduce to the

 same constant: that is, bcc.
 13 We interpret the statistical significance of this parameter

 at the end of the described test sequence as supporting the
 idea of costs associated with changes in the level of the capital
 stock. It is worth pointing out that this inference is not
 foolproof, in that investment might affect variable profits for
 reasons other than ADC.
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 476 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

 advantage of the quadratic functional form is that
 linear homogeneity restrictions cannot be im-
 posed parametrically on (7) (see Diewert, 1986, p.
 95). Under such circumstances the empirical
 model becomes

 fl/K = p(w, AK/K, t)

 = aO + aLpL + aEPE + aMpM + att

 + 1/2[ bLL P + bEEp + bMMp2

 +bcc(AK/IK)21
 + bLEPLPE + bLMPLPM + bEMPEPM
 + bLCPL(A K/K) + bECPE(A K/K)

 + bMcpM(AK/K) (11)

 L/K = - [aL + bLLPL + bLEPE + bLMPM

 +bLC(AK/K)]
 (12)

 E/K = - [aE + bLEPL + bEEPE + bEMPM
 +bEC(AK/K)]

 (13)

 M/K = - [aM + bLMPL + bEMPE + bMMpM
 +bMc(AK/K)].

 (14)

 As before, upon estimation of (11)-(14), one
 can again assess the monotonicity and curvature
 properties of the variable profit function imposed
 by ADC and undertake the aforementioned se-

 quence of ADC separability test.
 As an illustration, the two models were esti-

 mated using data for the U.S. total manufactur-
 ing sector over the 1947-71 period. The data set
 employed is very popular in the applied produc-
 tion literature and has been developed by Berndt
 and Wood (1975).14

 Classical additive disturbances were appended
 and symmetry of the parameters across equations
 imposed at the outset. Correction for first-order

 autocorrelation of the error terms was made by
 writing the models in quasi-differenced form and
 simultaneously estimating the autoregressive co-
 efficients along with the structural parameters
 (Kmenta and Gilbert, 1970). While prices were
 taken to be exogenous, net investment and capi-
 tal stock were recognized to be decision variables
 of the dynamic optimization problem faced by the

 firm. Thus, they are regarded as endogenous vari-

 ables correlated with the disturbances. To avoid

 the ensuing simultaneity bias, an instrumental
 variable procedure was undertaken.15 Once this
 was done, the iterated Zellner efficient method

 (IZEF) was employed.
 The two models were both independently esti-

 mated. This is because in the present context the
 quadratic technologies under the linear homo-
 geneity and the non-homogeneity hypotheses rep-

 resent two nonnested regression systems of equa-
 tions. In both cases the ADC structure was then
 subject to the sequence of nested separability

 tests mentioned above using a standard likeli-
 hood ratio criterion. Statistically discriminating
 between the linear homogeneous and the nonho-
 mogeneous specifications is more problematic.
 The difficulty arises from the fact that nonnested

 tests proposed in the literature cannot be carried
 out, as the dependent variables are not the same
 for the two models.'6 Nevertheless, notice that in
 a profit function framework long-run constant
 returns obtain if 021i/dK2 0 (when AK = 0).
 In the quadratic specification this derivative is

 given by the parameter bKK; hence, when esti-
 mating the nonhomogeneous system (7)-(10), if
 we find that bKK is not statistically different from
 zero, we conclude that the alternative model
 (11)-(14) is more appropriate for our data, be-
 cause there is evidence of long-run constant re-
 turns to scale.

 IV. Empirical Results

 Table 1 reports the estimated coefficients of
 the linear homogeneous and nonhomogeneous
 technology models incorporating a nonseparable

 ADC structure. Both models fit the data quite
 well and the individual R-squares are high; in
 addition, both models meet all the regularity con-

 14 The description and tabulation of the actual numbers
 employed here can be found in Galeotti (1986). The data were
 expressed as deviations from their 1958 values.

 15 The first stage had AK, K, and A K/K, respectively
 regressed against a set of instruments which included current,
 once, and twice lagged real input prices (including the price of
 capital), a time trend and its square.

 16 Recently nonnested tests for models where the dependent
 variables are subject to a known data transformation have
 been proposed by MacKinnon, White and Davidson (1983)
 and by Bera and McAleer (1985) in a single equation context.
 Unfortunately, as explained in the first article (p. 56), tests of
 this sort cannot be expected to have any optimality properties;
 in addition, in the absence of suitable adjustments, nonnested
 tests tend to overreject the null hypothesis in small samples
 (Godfrey and Pesaran, 1983).
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 ADJUSTMENT COST MODEL 477

 ditions required for a well-behaved NRPF-cum-
 ADC.

 For each specification, tests of ADC separabil-
 ity are nested within each other and sequential.17
 Table 2 summarizes the findings. In the linear
 homogeneous technology case, ADC separability

 with respect to the levels of all inputs is rejected
 at the 5% level. Complete absence of internal

 ADC is accordingly rejected. It appears that
 adding to the existing capacity does cause major
 technological effects on the way production is
 organized: installation is not separate from pro-
 ductioin activity. The conclusion to be drawn is
 that empirical studies postulating separable ADC

 structures suffer from specification errors. "
 Turning to the nonhomogeneous technology

 model, the results of the test appear to reject all
 kinds of ADC separability, consistently with the
 linear homogeneous case. The widely held as-

 sumption of zero marginal ADC is not supported
 by the data and it follows that empirically valid
 flexible accelerator models are necessarily more
 complicated in this respect than the flexible ac-

 celerator models presented in the literature. From
 the results of the nonhomogeneous specification
 of table 1 it also emerges that the parameter bKK
 is not statistically different from zero.19 This fact

 supports the hypothesis that a long-run constant
 returns technology better describes the data and

 is also consistent with findings of previous empiri-

 cal work using the same data set (Berndt and
 Christensen, 1973, and Berndt and Wood, 1975).20

 The last requirement to be considered, as far

 as ADC are concerned, are the curvature and the

 monotonicity conditions. In terms of the first as-

 pect, the negative and strongly significant param-

 eter bcc implies the strict concavity of ADC and
 supports, at this level of aggregation, the exis-
 tence of optimal decision rules and of finite
 smooth investment relationships. Notice that this
 result is obtained without imposing that the firm
 is actually in a dynamic equilibrium position. This
 confirms the inconsistency of Jorgensonian invest-
 ment equations where ADC were absent.

 The monotonicity condition depends not only
 on the estimated parameters but also on the
 right-hand side variables of the system. There-

 fore, it is not invariant to the sample and the
 behavior of the NRPF has to be checked locally
 at each observation. To this purpose, no pub-
 lished work has presented evidence about the
 negative impact that ADC have on current pro-
 duction levels. The empirical results presented in
 table 3 are consistent with this theoretical expec-

 TABLE l.-PARAMETER ESTIMATES OF THE

 NONSEPARABLE ADJUSTMENT COST MODELS,

 U.S. MANUFACTURING, 1950-1971

 Non-homogeneous Linear Homogeneous
 Parameters Technology Model Technology Model

 ao 50.99 (3.407) 0.63 (0.028)
 aL - 34.60 (1.394) - 0.42 (0.009)
 aE -15.69 (0.092) -0.19 (0.002)
 aM - 222.15 (4.858) - 2.73 (0.058)
 aK 1.44 (0.232)

 bLL 6.95 (1.970) 0.09 (0.012)
 bEE 5.04 (2.037) 0.14 (0.042)
 bMM 655.31 (86.18) 5.37 (0.768)
 bKK - 0.002 (0.005)
 bcc - 0.58 (0.165) 52.43 (22.222)
 bLE - 4.90 (0.663) - 0.003 (0.004)
 bLM 25.24 (8.919) - 0.075 (0.074)
 bEM - 17.76 (5.254) 0.074 (0.093)
 bLK - 0.35 (0.057)
 bEK -0.07 (0.018)
 bMK - 3.85 (0.331)
 bLc -0.061 (0.113) 0.22 (0.136)

 bEC -0.077 (0.034) 0.07 (0.077)
 bmc - 2.56 (0.871) - 0.58 (0.998)
 bKc 0.022 (0.013)
 aT 1.62 (0.469) 0.034 (0.003)

 pH 0.45 (0.096) 0.35 (0.128)

 PL 0.64 (0.097) 0.44 (0.104)
 PE - 0.15 (0.116) 0.40 (0.148)
 PM 0.23 (0.095) 0.29 (0.108)

 ln L - 145.832 230.569
 R-square (H) 0.9815 0.9834
 R-square (L) 0.9973 0.9973
 R-square (E) 0.9995 0.9991
 R-square (M) 0.9963 0.9961

 Note: Asymptotic standard errors are in parentheses. The R-square values
 are computed as the squares of the correlation coefficients for the actual

 and fitted values of the dependent variables of the profit (1I), labor (L),
 energy (E), and materials (M) demand equations.

 17 The overall significance level was set at 10%: this amount
 was evenly distributed so that each hypothesis was treated
 symmetrically. The estimation results for the intermediate
 models are reported in Galeotti (1986).

 18 Kokkelenberg (1984) imposes no restrictions on internal
 ADC in his analysis. He finds evidence supporting nonsepara-
 bility but stresses that no statistical test is provided. The
 findings here confirm his conclusion.

 19 This was also the case for all intermediate ADC specifi-
 cations: see Galeotti (1986).

 20As anticipated before, nonested tests did not yield an
 unambiguous outcome. Using the procedure of Bera and
 McAleer (1985), we obtained values of the likelihood ratio
 test equal to 29.98 and to 27.86 with the linear homogeneous
 and the nonhomogeneous specifications, respectively, serving
 as the null hypothesis. With four degrees of freedom both
 specifications rejected each other.
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 tation at all sample points, which, in turn, would
 insure that the underlying structural model of

 investment satisfies theoretical expectations.

 V. Adjustment Cost Indicators and

 Empirical Investment Equations

 From the empirical results presented in the

 previous section it appears that the model de-
 rived under the assumption of a long-run con-
 stant returns technology provides a better de-

 scription of the data.22 Taken at face value, this
 fact implies that a (rational) flexible accelerator

 model is ill-defined when the underlying behav-
 ioral assumption is that of a price-taking profit

 maximizing firm.23 In terms of the competing
 specification, it emerges that empirical q equa-
 tions ought to be amended to include, besides
 Tobin's q, relative factor prices as separate re-
 gressors because of the nonseparable nature of

 internal ADC. On the other hand, the evidence
 supports the result that average and marginal q

 TABLE 2.-ADJUSTMENT COSTS SEPARABILITY TESTS

 Panel A: Linear Homogeneous Technology Model

 Likelihood Number of Critical x2
 Restrictions Ratio Restrictions Value a = 5%

 Separability

 bLC = bEC = bMc ? 9.204 3 7.8
 No Internal
 Adjustment Costs 11.742 1 3.8

 bcc= 0

 Panel B: Nonhomogeneous Technology Model

 Likelihood Number of Critical x2
 Restrictions Ratio Restrictions Value a = 3.7%

 Weak Separability 11.124 3 8.6
 bLC = bEC = bMc 0
 Strong Separability 1.752 1 4.4

 bKC = 0
 No Internal
 Adjustment Costs 13.964 1 4.4

 , = 0

 Note: If the value of the likelihood ratio exceeds the corresponding x2 critical value, then the hypothesis being
 tested is rejected.

 TABLE 3.-MARGINAL PROFITABILITY

 OF NET INVESTMENT (MARGINAL ADC),

 U.S. MANUFACTURING, 1950-1971

 Year Marginal Adjustment Costs (drl/a AK)

 1950 - 4.035
 1951 -1.495
 1952 - 2.093
 1953 -1.646
 1954 -1.536
 1955 -1.287
 1956 - 2.524
 1957 - 2.089
 1958 - 0.181
 1959 -0.280

 1960 - 0.340
 1961 - 0.117
 1962 - 0.431
 1963 - 0.794
 1964 - 1.595
 1965 - 2.921
 1966 - 3.854
 1967 - 3.208
 1968 - 2.184
 1969 - 1.983
 1970 - 1.069
 1971 - 0.062

 Note: Computed from the linear homogeneous technology specifcatlion
 with nonseparable adjustment costs. Marginal adjustment costs given by

 r/d AK = bLCPL + bECPE + bMCPM + bcc(AK/K).

 21 The nonhomogeneous model satisfies this regularity con-
 dition at each data point as well.
 22 Hence, the following considerations will be based on the

 linear homogeneous model.
 23Obviously, such a model is correct for cost minimizing

 firms taking output as given.
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 are equal, so that the latter can be rightfully used

 in lieu of the theoretically relevant but unobserv-

 able marginal ratio. It should be stressed that this

 information has been generated by a model which

 makes no assumptions about the evolution of the

 firm's quasi-fixed input over time: no optimality

 rule has been imposed. Nonetheless, if one is

 willing to assume that the stock of capital evolves

 optimally over time, then it follows that the

 marginal "profitability" of investment is the in-
 verse of the coefficient of q in the estimated

 investment equations. The estimates of the (mean)

 inverse of this coefficient and the implied esti-

 mates of the elasticity of investment with respect
 to q are computed from the figures shown in

 table 3. The mean value of the elasticity is equal

 to 0.36. This estimate is in line with those re-

 ported by other researchers: for instance, the

 elasticity implied by Hayashi (1982)'s results is
 0.29 and that implied by Blanchard and Wyplosz

 (1981) is 0.43. In particular, the problem of low
 elasticities of investment relative to q emerges
 here as well, suggesting that the neoclassical in-

 terpretation of Tobin's q theory may be inade-

 quate: that is, it may be inappropriate to regard

 investment behavior as being solely explained by

 the value of q. This fact seems to be true inde-

 pendently of the use of marginal rather than
 average q.24

 We conclude this section with a look at some

 ADC indicators in table 4. The magnitude of
 overall internal ADC in capital has been on aver-

 age equal to 4 billion dollars (at 1958 prices) over

 the 1950-71 period. The impact on variable prof-

 its of a unit ADC can be quantified in 1.5 billions

 on average. The ratio of total ADC to variable

 profits and to output is quite small and is esti-

 mated to be equal to 0.08 and 0.01, respectively.

 The value of ADC at the margin relative to the

 ex-post return to capital stock is about 0.03.25

 From the last row of the table it finally emerges

 that internal ADC represent a substantial per-

 centage of the unit cost of investment, i.e., about

 60%. This gives a clear idea of the consequences
 of neglecting the ADC component in applied
 work.

 VI. Conclusions

 In this paper estimation results are presented

 for an aggregate short-run production model in-

 corporating a rich structure of ADC in the capital

 input, under the assumption of competitive profit

 maximizing behavior. The consequences of the
 structure of the ADC technology for theoretical
 and applied investment analysis have been shown
 to be very relevant.

 The findings can be summarized as follows. (1)
 In the aggregate, ADC appear to have the impact

 predicted by the theory: they negatively affect

 current production and rise rapidly as the rate of
 investment increases. (2) Installation of new capi-
 tal goods is not a separate activity relative to
 current production within the firm: ADC are

 nonseparable and there is evidence that the levels

 of both variable and quasi-fixed inputs affect
 marginal ADC. (3) The ADC technology is best
 described by long-run constant returns to scale.
 The q model appears to be the appropriate speci-

 fication for this situation and average and

 marginal q are consequently equal.
 The empirical model adopted here describes

 the firm's short-run behavior. The most important
 result of the analysis has been that of document-
 ing the particular pattern attributed to ADC by
 dynamic models of investment and dynamic fac-
 tor demands without making any explicit assump-
 tion about the optimal evolution of quasi-fixed
 inputs over time.

 TABLE 4.-ADJUSTMENT COST INDICATORS

 1. Total ADC 4.390

 2. Marginal ADC 1.570
 3. Total ADC/Variable Profits 0.081

 4. Total ADC/Gross Output 0.010
 5. Marginal ADC/Variable Profits 0.029

 6. Incidence of ADC expenditures
 on total investment expenditures

 per dollar of investment 0.600

 Note: Indicators based on the estimated coefficients of the linear homoge-
 neous technology model with nonseparable adjustment costs. Average values

 in 1958 billion dollars. Row 1 is computed as ADC = (AK/K)(bLCPL +

 bECPE + bMCPM + O.5*bCc(AK/K)). Row 2 is computed as in table 3.
 Row 6 is computed as MADC/(p' + MADC) where p1 is the market price
 of investment.

 24 Thus our findings are in line with Abel and Blanchard's
 (1986) conclusion that there is "little support for the view that
 the low explanatory power of average q is due to the fact that
 average q is simply a poor proxy for the theoretically more
 appealing marginal q" (p. 250).

 25 See row 5. Since by definition variable profits are the
 residual left after deducting current expenses from revenues,
 then they represent the ex-post return to capital. Given this
 interpretation, the figure can be compared to the "percentage
 total ADC" computed by Pindyck and Rotemberg (1983)
 which, for aggregate capital stock, is 0.056.
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 480 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

 The problem with ADC is of course that they
 are not directly observable. Here, inference about

 ADC has been made without resorting to the
 estimation of investment equations, as has been
 common practice. Nevertheless, given the re-
 duced form nature of the treatment of ADC in
 this paper (because direct observations on ADC
 are not available), the empirical evidence pre-
 sented is still indirect.
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